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one will be modified and how to modify it? I have the following class: var BaseModel = { properties: {}, setModelProperty: function (property, value) { this.properties[property] = value; if (value) { // some modifications to get an object the same way } else { return this; } }, getModelProperty: function (property) { if
(this.properties[property]) { return this.properties[property]; } } }; How do I tell if an object passed to setModelProperty has been modified in the following manner: var Model = BaseModel.setModelProperty("Value", true); Model.getModelProperty("Value"); // true Model.getModelProperty("NewValue"); // true
Model.getModelProperty("NewValue"); // false The differences that I would like to know are: if an object is modified, then a model could not be created that satisfies the if statement in BaseModel.setModelProperty() and returning this should be good enough, how to modify the object, and how to know if it has been
modified by setModelProperty() Is there a design pattern for this? A: The solution you're describing is called the Observer pattern (this is the Wikipedia article). It can work well when you have a subclass of the model that doesn't modify the base model class but instead records what the base model changed. The
observer can then keep track of those changes and react appropriately.
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